Introduction
It is interesting to note that a very general result (Corollary 2.4) for/~ (~) (due to Littman [7] ) is an easy corollary of Bochner's work. Here the condition on the singular set A is expressed in terms of Minkowski content.
In section 4 the case of Ll~oc(~) is studied again, and results in section 2 are improved by replacing Minkowski content with Hausdorff measure. In addition, the cases C(~) 
Two theorems of Bochner
Bochner's basic theorem is (see [1] As an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.3, we have the following result of Littman [7] (Littman used a different set function, which however is comparable to lower Minkowski content). 
Fundamental lemmas
This section contains two lemmas which extend Lemma 2.2.
Before proceeding with Lemma 3.1 we take a closer look at Hausdorff measure. For each integer k, there is a space filling collection of closed cubes of length 2 -k, the vertices of which have coordinates of the form ID2 -k where p is an integer. Such a cube will be called a dyadic cube of length 2 -k. Two dyadic cubes will be called disjoint if their intersection has ~=lS~ where the infimum is no interior. Let A~R n, and for each e>0 define L~(A)=inf ~r d over all coverings of A by countable collections of dyadic cubes {Q~} with length si<~e.
Define La(A)=]im~_,oL~(A ).
Note that the collections {Q~} may as well be taken to be disjoint, since if the intersection of two dyadic cubes has non-empty interior, one is contained in the other. Next we prove a result for C(~) and give a condition which implies P/is a measure. 
Remark. Carleson ([2] and [3]) has proved this result if P(x, D) is the Laplacian and A is compact. In this case Carleson has also shown that the condition A~_m+$(A)=0 is necessary.
Proo/. Let ~eC~(Q) and let K=A n (supp ~). Let {Q~} be a finite disjoint collection of dyadic cubes which covers K. Let xk be the center of Qk and sk the length. We assume sk ~< 1. Let {~k} be the partition of unity for {Qk} constructed in Lemma 3.1. Then (P], q~) =
~(P/,cf~cf) =~'k(/, ~P(~k~0)) 9 For each k we have (/, tP(cpk~))=~lotl<m(], D~(a~cfkcf)).

if I~1 <m, we have I(/, D=(a~))l
<<-S~l/(~)D~(a~qJ~)(x)ldx<<'C~s'~ -~<<" C~s~ -~+~
where for the last inequality we use the assumption sk < 1. For] ~1 = m we note that 
51) ~ (a~) d~ = O, so I(1, D~(a~ q~ ~))1 = I S~r (/(~)-1(~)) D~(a~ ~ q~) (~) dzl <<-
(gt g)' q))=(g: P(x'D)g'q))+k=l JR~-Dng(x't) ~ ak'p(x" t) D q)(x ,t)dx'. (5.1)
This is Green's formula for P(x, D). Let ~0 k = ~l~ak.l~DB~v. Then Green's formula can be rewritten as m--1
(P(x, D) (g$ g), ~o) = ~. [n~ g . (~] (q)k) + (Z~ P(x, D) g, 9)
). In addition, the above conditions imply To prove (d) we show that + {Z8 g} is a Cauehy net in O' (A x ( -a, a) ). Suppose B is a bounded set in C~ (A • (-a, a) ). Then 
Special results for linear subspaces
The previous results (except The second integral on the right is bounded uniformly for x in compact sets and ~ ~ 1
(make the change of variables ~=Ar and note that the integrand is continuous at zero).
Hence (log (1/A))-lr~ converges uniformly for x in compact sets to k. Remark. If Prn(X, 0, 0, U) is real (6.3) is clearly never zero. Hence the theorem applies to all elliptic operators with real principal part.
